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The majority of my newsletters are about change, but this one is personal. 

Words and actions have the power to incite order or chaos.  

Order is required for people to exist in harmony, enjoy normal lives, and raise their families in a safe 
environment. This graphic is from the presentation of a system I am working on, illustrating the barriers 
between order and chaos. To ensure the safety of our children, grandchildren, neighbors-all of us in our 
communities requires order. Order provides predictability and gives us the confidence to invest in the 
future. Chaos, or disorder, is part of every system, upsetting or destroying the benefits of order. 
Controlled change, at the edge of chaos, is always required and occurs naturally or by intent. The graph 
illustrates how thin and fragile the barrier is. One of them is law enforcement. Breaking this barrier 
creates anarchy, or social disorder, and makes everyone less safe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Following is one of the consequences of broken safety barriers. 

Our Community Mourns 

April 2017, A shooter in our community killed four citizens.  
 

We attended the funeral for Detective Weiland. Watching his twelve-year-old daughter deliver the 
eulogy broke our hearts and took the discussion about law enforcement to a new level. What people 
say and do have real-world consequences.  

Current 

In New York City, young thugs are throwing water on police officers who are restricted from action by 
the mayor and legislators. The police provide protection to officeholders, who then throw the police 
under the bus; subjecting them to situations that are more dangerous.   

Some political candidates, running for president and other high jobs, want to eliminate ICE and other 
immigration enforcement agencies.  Many of these candidates also advocate for taking citizens' guns.  

My first thought is “what hypocrites." The second is “stupidity on display," using a political theatre as a 
stage to sell socialism. They advocate for a dangerous agenda leading from social order to eliminating 
safety barriers, putting our communities at physical and economic risk. 

ALL politicians take an oath to uphold the laws passed within our democratic process. Legislators, in 
theory, could be impeached for actions breaking those laws. If they dislike the consequences of the 
laws, they have the power to rewrite them.  If there is internal legislative opposition, they are paid to 
resolve conflicts with each other. That is their job. Blaming law enforcement for their failure is not part 
of their job and not what we pay them to do. Creating a dangerous environment is also not a part of 
their jobs. 

Law enforcement's job is “enforcing” the laws enacted by these same 
legislators. They are not empowered to choose which ones. They are responsible 

http://www.competitiveamerica.us/newsletters/FFN_Tribute.pdf


 

for how they do their jobs, and most do it with pride, integrity, commitment, 
courage, and fortunately for us, do it well.  
 

I support law enforcement and all emergency personnel. I back the 

doers, not the talkers. 

 

 

Best regards,  

Wayne L Staley 
Affinity Systems LLC 

http://www.competitiveamerica.us/ 

wstaley@competitiveamerica.us 
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ERP-Lessons Learned, Structured Process 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ERP has grown more complicated, robust, and expensive to purchase and install. Comprehensive 

systems offer advanced approaches and in some cases, greatly simplified solutions. These 

include cloud applications, modularity, or returning to the simple functionality of MRP. 

ERP/MRP, like manufacturing, presents exciting new applications for achieving excellence. This 

book provides a structured process to guide you on the journey to successful implementations. 

Purchase from- 

https://www.amazon.com/ERP-Lessons-Learned- 


